WEEK 2: FIVERR ARTIST SCRIPT
Hi,
My name is [NAME].
I´m looking for an illustrator who can redo, improve, modify and restyle my illustrations
attached.
Generally I want to keep the style simple, a line based vector image with clean lines, using
mostly blacks and grays.
So you can better understand, here are a few ideas I´m trying to get across in my image
using a little creativity:
1. I would like to allude to the idea that there may be some secret thing going on inside
this person´s body causing them to be overweight. The idea here is to raise a lot of
curiosity and make the viewer question and wonder what this secret thing might be.
2. I am trying to create a Pattern Interrupt… so when the viewer looks at the image,
immediately something grabs them and makes their subconscious mind think, “Hmmmm,
I wonder what this is about…”
3. I wish to create some kind of incongruity in the viewer´s mind, make them feel like there
is something about this image that doesn´t quite make sense… i.e. it could hint at
something sexual or weird or scary that maybe their subconscious mind notices but their
conscious mind is convinced maybe they´re just reading into too much (plausible
deniability)… with the purpose of confusing them or making them feel even more curious
about the image.
4. Make it feel there is some story behind the image… like it´s hinting at a story without
revealing too much of the whole story.
5. Sometimes I like including a highlight - possibly using arrows, something circled or
highlighted with color or some other highlighting method to draw attention, create
contrast, challenge, create conflict, curiosity, INCONGRUITY, pattern interrupt, etc. within
the image.
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The all around main idea here is to make the viewer curious, like there is some unknown
factor going on in your body that has been recently discovered in a lab or something, and
it is important to the viewer and they need to know more about it.
Make sense?
As far as the highlights are concerned, the idea there is to draw attention and generate
more curiosity to a single interesting area of the illustration in order to imply that there is
something hidden or important that we are pointing to or highlighting that is relevant to
the viewer and that they need to learn more about.
I would also like to explore other ways of highlighting some part of the body using arrows
or any other method you can think of. Just be creative. Make the viewer want to learn
more about what´s going on in the illustration using your favorite highlighting techniques.
Also, it might be smart to make some real basic adjustments to the illustration from the
original sketch… like change the body position, clothes, illustration style, etc. Maybe
change the overall position of the body, and also the type of shorts the images are using.
The idea is to make it look like this is an ORIGINAL WORK and AVOID COPYRIGHT
INFRINGEMENT. I think you understand what I mean.
I just like something about these illustrations and want to preserve the overall feeling while
changing a few things to make it an ORIGINAL WORK
A big hint here: DO NOT represent physical attributes in a way that may make some
viewers upset. This is a crucial point to consider when working on the image (fat or thin
legs, obesity, too sexual, etc.).
What would you charge for restyling the attached images? The changes can but do not
have to be dramatic. I´d like to alter certain aspects of the illustrations while preserving
the basic feel.
I´d like the final work to be a transparent vector image if possible so it will show up
perfectly on any color background.
Thanks!
[NAME]
P.S. I would also like to have a copy of the source file in case I need to make any edits
later.
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